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Abstract 
In the paper, we consider the existence of the solution of the second-order impulsive differential equations with 
inconstant coefficients. We change the second-order impulsive partial differential equation into the equivalent 
equation by transformation. By using the critical point theory of variational method and Lax-Milgram theorem, we 
obtain new results for the existence of the solution of the impulsive partial differential equations. 
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1. Main text  
Impulsive partial differential equations may express some real world processes which are subject to fixed 
time disturbances. In the past few years, the theory of impulsive differential equations has been 
investigated extensively  [1-13]. 
Variational methods can be not only applied into the ordinary differential equations, but also studied on 
the partial differential equations. Using variational method, J. J., Nieto, [4], Hao Zhang [3] and Yu 
Tian[11] studied the existence of solutions of second-order impulsive ordinary differential equations with 
the Dirichlet problem. However,  there is a few information for the impulsive partial differential equations 
with periodic boundary value problems and inconstant coefficients. 
In the paper, we consider the solutions of the following  equation with inconstant coefficients 
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where  ],0[],0[),( TTtx u : ;constants )3,2,1(0  ! iiO and 0, !nm ; Ttttt pp   1100 " ; 
);,(),(),(   ' jtjtjt txutxutxu );,(),(  jj txutxu );,(),(  jtjt txutxu the functions ),( txf  and 
)),(( jj txuM  are continuous and bounded. 
For obtaining our results, the following preliminaries are useful for analyzing the functionals and the 
impulsive partial differential equations. 
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Lemma 1.1 If ),( txu  is continuous on bounded domain :  with 0|),(  :wyxu , then 
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Theorem 1.1 (Lax-Milgram Theorem [4, 11] ). Let a : RHH ou   be a bounded bilinear form. If 
a is coercive, i.e., there exists D >0 such that 2),( uuua Dt for every Hu , then, for any 
H cV (the conjugate space of H), there exists a unique Hu such that ),(),( vvua V for every 
Hv . Moreover,  if it is also symmetric, then the functional RH o:M  defined by 
),(),(
2
1)( vvvav VM   attains its minimum at u. 
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2. Main results for impulsive partial differential equation 
In this section, we consider the existence of solutions of the impulsive partial differential equation 
(1.1).  Forconveniently, we change the equation (1.1 ) into the equivalent equation. We know the first 
equation of (1.1)  is equivalent to the equation, which is of form  
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Letting )//( 21),( mtnx
mn
etxCC OO   , then the equation (1.1)  is equivalent to the  equation 
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Clearly, we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.1 The equation (2.1)  is  equivalent to the equation (1.1). And the solution of the equation 
(2.1)  is  the solution of the equation (1.1). 
Nextly, we establish the functional of (2.1) associated with the equation of (1.1). Because it is 
difficult to study on the existence of the solution of (1.1), we discuss the existence of the solution of 
(2.1).Hence, we consider the solutions of the functional associated with the equation (2.1).  
Take ),0(),( 10 THtxv  . Multiplying the first equation of  (2.1) by v  and integrating on : , then    
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When jjt Mtxu  ' ),( , it suggests we define the bilinear form a : RTHTH ou ),0(),0( 1010  by 
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Clearly, )(vM  is a Gateaux differentiable functional and its Gateaux derivative is 
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Definition 2.1 A function ),( txu  )(10 :H  is said to be a weak solution of )(vM , if u satisfies  
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))(( vuMc =0 for all )(),( 10 :Htxv . 
   Considering the impulsive partial differential equation 
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where 3O  and jM are constants and )),((0),( :! yxtxC  , we have the following results. 
Lemma 2.2 If )(),( 10 :Htxu is a solution of (2.2)  ),( txu is the minimum of )(uM . 
Proof. Assume that ),( txu is a solution of (2,2). 
Let ),,(),(),( txtxutxu K ).(),( 10 : HtxK Then 
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i.e., )),(()),(( txutxu MM ! . It means that )),(( txuM is minimum. 
  Assume that u  is the minimum of the functional M . Take ).,(),(),( txtxutxu K Since 
),(min)( uu MM  we have )()( uu MKM t  and 0)(  uGM , where G is the first order variational 
of ).(uM  
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Which contradicts above. Hence, the impulsive conditions are satisfied.  This proof is complete. 
     Following we will apply Lax-Milgram theorem to prove the existence of solution of (2.1), i.e.,to prove 
)(),(
2
1)( vlvvav  M  attains its minimum at .u  
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Theorem 2.1. Assume that positive 3O  such that ¿¾
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,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Then ),( vua  is systemic, bilinear, bounded and coercive. Hence, there is a unique solution of 
)(),( vlvua  .And the functional )(),(
2
1
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least one solution of (2.1).     The proof completes. 
Nextly, when  )),((),( jjjt txuMtxu  '  are not constants, we consider the nonlinear operator 
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Clearly, )(1 uM  is a Gateaux differentiable and its Gateaux derivative is 
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Lemma 2.2 If )(),( 10 :Htxu is a solution of (2.1)  ),( txu is the minimum of )(1 uM  . 
The proof is similar with that of Lemma 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that fi ,0!O is continuous positive and bounded, and that the impulsive 
functions jM are bounded. Then there is a critical point of 1M , i.e.,the equation (2.1) has at least one 
solution. 
Proof. Taking 0!M  satisfies ^ ` MMf j ,,,1max 3O . Then there exists J  such that 
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We can obtain   ucuu t 21 JM  for some 0!c , It implies that f fo )(lim 1|||| uu M , and 1M  
is coercive. Hence, )(1 uM  has at least one minimum, which is a critical point of 1M ,i.e., the equation (2.1) 
has at least one solution. 
According to Theorem 2.2 and the equivalent of (2.1), we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that fi ,0!O is continuous and bounded, and that the impulsive functions 
)),(( jj txuM are bounded. Then there is a critical point of 1M ,i.e., the equation (1.1) has at least one 
solution. 
We omit the proof. 
Remark.  When 1  nm , the impulsive differential equation with constant coefficients  has at least 
one solution. 
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